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To accelerate the materials discovery and development process for a sustainable technology advancement

it is imperative to explore and develop combined high-throughput material synthesis and analysis

workflows. In this work, we investigate a method of combinatorial inkjet-printing to tune the

composition of the inorganic cesium lead mixed halide perovskite solid solution, CsPb(BrxI1�x)3. The

compositional variation is achieved by simultaneous printing of different precursor inks with multiple

printheads and controlled by varying the number of droplets printed by each printhead throughout the

sample. The droplet placement is optimised through an algorithm that allows maximum mixing of the

combined inks. The local compositional homogeneity of thin-film samples was investigated as a function

of the printing resolution by micrometer-resolution X-ray fluorescence and synchrotron-based grazing-

incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering. We show that a combinatorial library of ten compositions

between CsPbI3 and CsPbBr2I, printed using the developed algorithm, is locally homogeneous for the

optimised printing parameters. An implementation of the algorithm in the high-level programming

language Python is provided for easy use in other systems.
Introduction

To meet the global need for novel and improved functional
materials, work-ows for the acceleration of materials discovery
and optimisation are needed. The sequential conception–
synthesis–characterisation workow, that is nowadays still
common, needs to be expanded and parallelised.1 Today,
materials research oen involves the systematic variation of one
or more parameters in search of the global optimum with
respect to a set of predened evaluation metrics. The most
evident way of approaching this is to repeat the selected
synthesis method with varying precursors and processing
conditions, followed by characterisation of each sample to
determine the evaluation metric.2 However, this method can
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easily become very time-consuming and the limited number of
accessible samples leads to the risk of missing optimal points in
the parameter space. One way to solve this is to create an
intentional parameter gradient within the sample during
a single synthesis run by methods enabling the in situ combi-
nation of two or more precursors.3,4 These so-called combina-
torial libraries of samples are then preferably characterised
using high-throughput measurement techniques that are
capable of separating the results along the parameter gradient.5

A possible combinatorial synthesis method in materials
research is to use the intrinsic inhomogeneity of physical
vapour deposition (PVD).3,6–8 By not rotating the sample during
deposition a gradient in the composition is formed which can
be used for compositional screening.9 Creating an inhomoge-
neous sample is not difficult per se, but the challenge of
combinatorial synthesis is to control the variation throughout
the sample.

Another way to vary the composition within a combinatorial
library is to employ solution processing methods that allow for
selective material deposition.10–12 Solution-processed thin-lms
comprise a vast family of materials within different elds of
application such as display technologies, energy storage and
light-harvesting.13–17 Lead halide perovskite materials are an
intriguing example of solution-processed semiconductors that
enable thin-lm solar cells with power conversion efficiencies
above 25%, now outperforming established thin-lm materials
such as copper indium gallium selenide (CIGS).18 To date, such
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
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high-efficiency hybrid perovskite solar cell absorbers consist of
multiple cations and halides, with a carefully optimised
composition.19 The vast number of ions which can be combined
in hybrid perovskites results in a great variability in properties,
which allows applications of this material class in LEDs,20,21 X-
ray detectors,22,23 and photodetectors.24,25 In addition to excel-
lent performance in single junction solar cells, hybrid perov-
skites provide a perfect choice of materials for making tandem
solar cells because of their relatively large bandgap above
1.6 eV.26 In particular, tuning the optical bandgap via substi-
tution of different halide ions enables matching absorber
properties of the perovskite solar cell with the bottom cell,
leading to PCEs of almost 30% in tandem devices with Si.27

One major obstacle for the large-scale deployment and uti-
lisation of halide perovskites is their low stability. One of the
reasons for this instability is the use of easily decomposable
organic cations such as methylammonium.28 These obstacles
can be solved by substituting organic cations with inorganic
ones.29 In the search for metal-halide perovskite compositions
with an optimal bandgap and increased stability for solar
energy conversion, a myriad of samples are typically made and
analysed, which is time-consuming and laborious.2 Therefore,
the development and application of combinatorial deposition
methods are essential for the acceleration of material discovery
and optimisation.

Out of the various techniques that can be used for depositing
solution-based materials (e.g. spin-coating, slot-die coating,
screen printing, etc.),30 inkjet printing31–38 stands out, as custom
geometries and high precision in the lateral plane can be real-
ised, thus enabling combinatorial deposition with a predened
local composition and geometry. Combinatorial synthesis using
an inkjet printer can be accomplished by laterally varying the
amount of material dispensed by a single printhead.
Combining two or more printheads with a lateral variation in
the amount and ratio of two (or more) materials co-deposited
across the substrate enables the fabrication of a combinato-
rial compositional library. A lateral variation in the amount of
the deposited material can be achieved in three major ways.
Firstly, the material can be printed layer-by-layer with a varying
number of layers to achieve the desired amount of the deposited
material.10,39,40 This method allows for simple deposition, but is
problematic as the ink can partially dry between the layers and
hinder the intermixing. Secondly, the drop volume of the
precursor ink to be deposited can be varied and printed on
a single layer. However, this requires greyscaling technology
printheads that can vary the drop volume accurately. Finally, the
number of droplets of ink per unit area can instead be varied to
control the amount of material deposited throughout the lm.11

This approach allows the use of commonly available printheads
with a xed drop volume and deposition in a single step. Full
control over the amount of the deposited material is gained by
precisely designed print patterns.

In order to enable a broad use of this method an algorithm
for droplet placement needs to be developed. We have previ-
ously shown how combinatorial ink-jet printing, by varying the
number of droplets, can be applied to generate samples facili-
tating the fast determination of the phase diagram of
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
a complete solid solution of CsPb(IxBr1�x)3.41 However, the
microscopic homogeneity of materials deposited by this
method is yet to be investigated.

In this publication, we describe the method with which we
achieved combinatorial inkjet printing of the CsPb(BrxI1�x)3
lead halide perovskite solid solution. This specic material
system is of particular interest for multi-junction solar cells due
to its tunable large bandgap and its inorganic nature. We
developed an algorithm for the alternating drop placement of
two precursor inks to synthesise mixed compositions with
a commercial LP50 printer equipped with a dual-head inkjet
assembly. The compositional homogeneity of combinatorially-
printed thin-lms, from the atomic to the macroscopic scale,
was determined using synchrotron-based grazing-incidence
wide-angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS) characterisation as
a function of the printing resolution and amount of material
deposited. We successfully demonstrate compositional homo-
geneity and discuss the strategy to optimise compositional
combinatorial sample synthesis based on inkjet printing.

Methods

In order to synthesise a combinatorial library by inkjet printing,
we rst needed to develop a methodology to vary the amount of
material deposited by a single printhead. This could have been
achieved by varying the drop volume or changing the printing
resolution to bring the droplets closer together or further apart
and hence change the amount of material deposited per unit
area. However, as we used printheads in this work that do not
allow for variation of the drop volume (grey-scaling) we devel-
oped a method which does not require this. Because we cannot
individually change the printing resolution of our printheads,
we vary the number of droplets printed by each individual
printhead and thus change the amount of material deposited
per unit area.

To control the number of droplets per unit area, but still
maintain the possibility of printing images, each pixel of the
desired image is split up into n � n subpixels. The problem is
then reduced to varying the number of droplets within one
pixel, or, numerically, the number of “ones” in an n � n matrix
of “ones” and “zeros”. In this way we can create n2 + 1 different
levels of material deposition from zero to n2 droplets. However,
in order to spread out the droplets as much as possible and get
an even intermixing, it matters where the ones are added to the
matrix of zeros.

The algorithm developed for deciding the droplet placement
of k droplets in an n � n subpixel matrix is the following:

(1) All possible sets of positions of k droplets in n2 positions are
listed.
(2) For each set of positions:

(a) The n � n matrix with the lled positions is repeated
3 � 3 times.
(b) The distances from all droplets in the centre n � n
matrix to all droplets are calculated.
(c) The shortest distance is saved.

(3) The set of positions with the largest saved shortest
distance is selected.
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2022, 10, 4906–4914 | 4907
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Scheme 2 Illustration of droplet placement and overlap assuming
a contact angle of 16� and a resulting droplet diameter of 103 mm for
a printing resolution of (a) 250 dpi, (b) 350 dpi and (c) 450 dpi in both x
and y directions.
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This algorithm works for placements until the droplets need
to be placed directly adjacent to each other, i.e. when the largest
saved shortest distance, from step 3 in the algorithm, has the
smallest value equal to 1. For this case, the number of adjacent
droplets is minimised. This algorithm only works up to half-
lling, but aer that, the matrices can be inverted to obtain
the rest of the lling levels. This method works for n below 5 but
due to the rapid growth of the binomial coefficient of a square
integer, it cannot be computed within a reasonable time aer
that. Instead, a method where a droplet is added to the previous
matrix, and its distance to the closest droplet maximised, has to
be used. A numerical implementation of the algorithm in
Python can be found in the ESI† and for download on:
github.com/hampusnasstrom/combinatorial_inkjet_printing.

For this work, we used a 3 � 3 subpixel matrix yielding 10
different levels of lling. As an example, the 3 � 3 base matrix
with a 4/9 lling level is shown in Scheme 1a. The base matrix is
shown in a 3 � 3 tile, like the one used by the algorithm, to
highlight the inuence of adjacent base matrices on drop
placement. All the base matrices are shown in Fig. S1–S3.† In
Scheme 1b the same 4/9 lled base matrix is repeated in the
shape of the letter “H” to show how a custom image can be
constructed.

Once the base matrices for the different lling levels are
created, the combinatorial inkjet printing of two inks is
accomplished by printing the repetition of one base with ink 1
from the rst printhead and simultaneously the inverse of this
same base with ink 2 from the second printhead, see Scheme 1c.
This means that ink 2 is printed in the spaces le blank by ink 1,
see Scheme 1d. Assuming that the droplets are placed close
enough together in space and time, the droplets can intermix to
form the material with the desired ratio of the two inks. The
distance between the droplets, or droplet pitch, is controlled by
the resolution of the printing process, usually measured in
“dots per inch” or dpi for short. For a resolution of 350 dpi in
a given direction, the droplet pitch will be (2.54 � 104 mm per
inch)/(350 dots per inch) z 73 mm per dot. In comparison, the
contact diameter of a 30 pl droplet printed on the substrate
would be 103 mm, assuming a contact angle of 16�. The contact
diameter is assumed to be the diameter of the circular footprint
Scheme 1 (a) A repetition of the base matrix with a 4/9 filling level used t
printhead. The central base matrix used in the algorithm described in the
from before, tiled in the shape of the letter “H”. (c) Schematic of the two p
printed on the substrate. (d) Illustration of how the droplets of the two ink
ink 2. The droplets of ink 2 are placed in the spaces left by ink 1 and can t

4908 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2022, 10, 4906–4914
of the droplet on the substrate, see page 5 of the ESI† for details.
In order for these droplets to come into contact with each other,
the droplet pitch should not exceed 103 mm which is equivalent
to a printing resolution of 248 dpi. In Scheme 2 the estimated
droplet overlap is visualised for printing resolutions of 250, 350,
and 450 dpi in both the x and the y directions, corresponding to
droplet pitches of 102, 73, and 56 mm, respectively. In Scheme
2a, it can be seen that at 250 dpi the droplets just about touch
the nearest neighbouring droplets and there is a rather large
gap to neighbouring droplets on the diagonal. If the resolution

is increased by a factor of � ffiffiffi

2
p

to 350 dpi the droplets also
reach the neighbour on the diagonal, as is illustrated in Scheme
2b. If the resolution is further increased to 450 dpi the droplets
start to overlap with multiple neighbours. At this resolution, the
total amount of the precursor material deposited increases and
the wet-lm thickness will increase accordingly. This may lead
to the deposited precursor material starting to ow outside the
dedicated printing area. To avoid excessive spreading of the
printed lm as well as coffee ring formation we optimised the
wetting of the printed lm and used an immediate drying
procedure of the wet lm using vacuum and thermal annealing
(see below).42 The dependence of the minimum printing reso-
lution on the contact angle is shown in Fig. S4.†

To validate the proposed combinatorial inkjet printing
method the model system CsPb(BrxI1�x)3 was chosen. The
resulting solid-solutions of CsPb(BrxI1�x)3 with x ¼ 0 to 0.67
were investigated by preparing samples from two inks: ink 1
o control the amount of material deposited on the substrate by a single
text is highlighted with a red square. (b) The 4/9 filling level base matrix
rintheads which are fed with two different inks that are simultaneously
s are placed on the substrate for a filling level of 4/9 for ink 1 and 5/9 for
hen intermix to form a homogeneous film of the desired composition.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
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with a precursor composition of CsPbI3 (x ¼ 0) and ink 2 with
a precursor composition of CsPbBr2I (x ¼ 0.67). The CsPbI3
precursor solution was prepared by dissolving 4 mmol of PbI2
($99.99% TCI) in 3 ml of dimethyl sulfoxide, DMSO, ($99.9%
Sigma Aldrich) and subsequently adding this solution to
4mmol of CsI ($99.999% ABCR). The second ink, CsPbBr2I (x¼
0.67), was prepared by dissolving 4 mmol of PbBr2 ($99.99%
TCI) in 4 ml of DMSO and then adding this solution to 4 mmol
of CsI ($99.999% ABCR). Both inks were le to shake at 60 �C
for 12 h. Before printing, 1 ml of dimethylformamide, DMF,
(99.8% Sigma Aldrich) was added to the CsPbI3 ink to increase
the evaporation rate and wetting on the substrate. The corre-
sponding contact angle of the two inks on ozone cleaned quartz
glass is shown in Fig. S5.†

To illustrate the possibility of deploying combinatorial inkjet
printing in a custom geometry, the HySPRINT laboratory logo-
type with 9 lling levels from pure ink 2 (x ¼ 0.67) on the le to
pure ink 1 (x ¼ 0) on the right was printed on photo paper (HP),
see Fig. 1a. The two images used for this were generated by
tiling the pixels of each character with a different 4 � 4 subpixel
matrix (using every other base to get 9 lling levels) generated by
the aforementioned algorithm. The bases used for the image for
the rst printhead were inverted to generate the image for the
second printhead.

For compositional and structural analysis, a set of combi-
natorial libraries were printed on quartz glass (GVB GmbH) by
tiling all ten 3 � 3 base matrices in 8 � 8 mm2 squares. The
squares were arranged in two rows of ve with the top row from
full, 9/9, lling of ink 1 (x ¼ 0) to 5/9 lling from le to right
followed by the second row with a lling of 4/9 to 0/9. The lling
of ink 2 was once again realised by inverting the bases of the
image for ink 1 and was therefore 9/9 in the bottom right corner
and 0/9 in the top le. A set of combinatorial libraries were
printed at 250, 350, and 450 dpi, respectively. Before printing,
the substrates were ultrasonicated in Mucasol, water, acetone,
Fig. 1 (a) Logotype printed on paper with the different halide ratios of
CsPb(BrxI1�x)3, from the left to the right. (b) Combinatorial library of
CsPb(BrxI1�x)3 printed on quartz glass with ten samples from the top
left to the bottom right labeled 1 to 10. (c) Optical bandgap of the ten
samples from the combinatorial library in (b) determined from UV/vis
transmission.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
and isopropanol, consecutively. Finally, the substrates were
cleaned with a UV ozone treatment for 20 s immediately before
printing. Printing was done in a nitrogen-lled glovebox on
a PiXDRO LP50 printer with dual piezoelectrically activated
drop-on-demand Spectra SE-128 printheads with a 30 pl drop-
volume. To dry the printed wet lm, the samples were all
evacuated at �100 Pa for 450 s and annealed at 100 �C for
60 min aer printing. Before measuring, the combinatorial
libraries were placed on a 350 �C hotplate for 30 s to convert all
samples to the orthorhombic Pbnm perovskite phase.

The combinatorial libraries were characterised by UV/vis
transmittance measured using a custom-built mapping setup,
photoluminescence (PL) through a microscope, confocal laser
scanning microscopy (CFLSM) performed with a LEXT
OLS4100, scanning electron microscopy (SEM), X-ray uores-
cence (XRF) measured with a Bruker M4 Tornado and GIWAXS,
performed at the mSpot beamline at BESSY II.43 The UV/vis
transmittance was measured with white light illumination
from a bre-coupled halogen lamp, collected in an integrating
sphere and measured by using a charge coupled device (CCD)
spectrometer. The photoluminescence was excited by using
a bre-coupled 470 nm Thorlabs M470F3 LED driven at 1 A
through a 40� objective and measured with a CCD spectrom-
eter for 60 s per sample. CFLSM and SEM were both performed
in the centre of each sample. The XRF was collected in vacuum
(�70 Pa) by excitation from a rhodium anode at a voltage of
50 kV and a current of 200 mA. GIWAXS was performed in
a nitrogen-lled chamber with double Kapton windows at the
mSpot beamline at BESSY II with a 9 keV beam cut down by a 10
mm pinhole and incident on the sample with an angle of 11.5�

resulting in an illuminated area of 10 � 50 mm and a photon
ux of 1014 cm�2 s�1. The diffracted beam was detected on an
Eiger 9 M detector and integrated azimuthally using a LaB6

measurement as a reference.

Results

Fig. 1a shows an image of the result of our combinatorial
printing method applied to the logo of the Helmholtz Innova-
tion Laboratory HySPRINT. The shi in the optical bandgap
from the high-bandgap CsPbBr2I precursor ink to pure CsPbI3 is
visible by the naked eye and is due to the increase in lattice
parameters as Br ions are being replaced by I ions in the lattice
of the CsPb(BrxI1�x)3 solid solution. Fig. 1b shows an image of
the 350 dpi combinatorial library of the same gradient printed
in squares on a quartz substrate. The samples in the library are
labeled 1 to 10 for future reference, with sample 1 being printed
purely from the CsPbI3 ink and sample 10 being printed purely
from the CsPbBr2I ink. Initially, the library was measured with
UV/vis transmission spectroscopy and the optical bandgap
(determined from the position of the maximum in the absolute
value of the derivative of the transmittance) for each of the 10
samples given in Fig. 1b is shown in Fig. 1c. Additionally, the
photoluminescence of the same samples was recorded and the
spectra are shown together with the transmittance spectra in
Fig. S6.† The optical bandgap is monotonically increasing with
the Br content, as previously reported in the literature.44
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2022, 10, 4906–4914 | 4909
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Fig. 3 Mean 110 lattice spacing as a function of the mean Br content
determined from GIWAXS and XRF, respectively. Error bars represents
�1 standard deviation of the mean. Histograms of all measured spots
for the 10 samples are shown on top for the Br content from XRF and
to the right for 110 lattice spacing from GIWAXS.
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However, the 1 mm spot size of the transmittance measurement
averages over multiple droplets. The morphology of the lms
can be seen in the SEM pictures and CFLSM proles in Fig. S10–
S19† with the calculated RMS area roughness in Fig. S20†
showing an average roughness below 60 nm.

In order to investigate the compositional homogeneity of
combinatorially printed samples on the length scale of the
droplet pitch (73 mm for a resolution of 350 dpi), m-spot GIWAXS
and XRF mapping measurements with 50 mm resolution were
conducted across a 1 mm � 1 mm spot in the centre of each
sample. Fig. 2a shows a waterfall plot of the laterally averaged
110 and 220 peaks, for the orthorhombic Pbnm phase, of the
azimuthally integrated GIWAXS patterns for each of the 10
samples in the combinatorial library. These peaks can be used
to reliably determine the 110 lattice spacing accounting for any
zero offset. The shi of the peak positions to higher q values
when the Br content is increased is due to the reduction in
lattice spacing as the larger I ions are gradually replaced by the
smaller Br ions. The 110 lattice spacing derived from local
GIWAXS measurements is plotted in a heat map in Fig. 2b.

Similarly, the laterally averaged XRF spectra for each sample
in the range of the I, Cs and Pb L-lines as well as the Br K-lines
are plotted in Fig. 2c. All XRF spectra were background sub-
tracted and normalised by the Pb L3-M5 line to decouple any
thickness variations. The spectra show a reduction in the I L3-
M5 transition to 1/3rd of the peak area as iodide is replaced by
bromide. On the other hand, the Br K-L3 peak increases from
zero with a linear increase in area, whilst the Cs L2-M4 peak
remains constant. The Br content, x, in the CsPb(BrxI1�x)3 solid
solution can be calculated from the XRF map using the area of
the Br K-L3 peak, assuming that sample 10 has an average value
of x¼ 0.67. The calculated Br content, x, is plotted in a heat map
in Fig. 2d.
Fig. 2 (a) Waterfall plot of the azimuthally integrated GIWAXS patterns in
spots mapped within each sample in the combinatorial library shown i
resolution in the centre of each of the samples. (c) Averaged XRF spectra
the Pb L3-M5 line. (d) Heatmap of the Br content mapped with 50 mm reso
of x ¼ 0.67 for sample 10.

4910 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2022, 10, 4906–4914
The heat maps of GIWAXS and XRF data show distinct
distributions for each sample with only small variations from
the intended composition. From the small variations there is
a clear correlation between the lattice spacing and composition
in the CsPb(BrxI1�x)3 samples. To quantify the compositional
distributions derived from GIWAXS and XRD, respectively,
a correlation plot of lattice spacing vs. the Br content with
histograms for the two measurements is shown in Fig. 3. The
correlation plot shows that there is a close to linear dependence
of the 110 lattice spacing on the Br content in the solid solution
with a slight bowing in agreement with the literature.44 This
correlation implies that the 110 lattice spacing can be used to
the range of the 110 and 220 peaks. The patterns are an average of all
n Fig. 1b. (b) Heatmap of the 110 lattice spacing mapped with 50 mm
of all the samples with the background subtracted and normalised by
lution in the centre of each of the samples, assuming an average value

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
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determine the Br content and thereby the intermixing of the two
inks. Additionally, the histograms show that we have more
narrow distributions from the GIWAXS measurements, most
likely due to less noise when determining a peak position for
the GIWAXS rather than a peak area in the case of XRF. In
general, the histograms for the samples around 50 : 50 mixing
of the two inks indicate a broader compositional distribution
for both measurements. The endpoints for the lattice spacing
distributions, corresponding to the pure inks, are the sharpest
and show that the real experimental uncertainty is much lower
than that for the highest Br content XRF distribution. The
distribution of the XRF values for the pure iodide sample is
noticeably sharper due to the lack of a Br peak and any variation
from zero is noise in the background.

To investigate the effect of the printing resolution, which
results in a varying distance between the deposited droplets on
the substrate and therefore also in the amount of material
deposited, the GIWAXS mapping was performed on two addi-
tional libraries printed with a resolution of 250 and 450 dpi,
respectively. The calculated 110 lattice spacing as a function of
its position is shown in Fig. 4 together with the printed image
for three out of the ten samples for each of the libraries printed
at 250, 350, and 450 dpi. The samples with 3/9, 5/9, and 7/9
lling of the CsPbBr2I ink were chosen as Fig. 3 shows that
the largest inhomogeneity occurs for the samples with lattice
parameters between 595 and 610 pm, corresponding to llings
from 3/9 to 7/9. The histograms of the calculated 110 lattice
spacing for all the samples of the three libraries are shown in
Fig. S7–S9.†

From the heatmaps of the lattice spacing in Fig. 4 we can see
that there is local inhomogeneity on the scale of the printed
image for the large drop distance at 250 dpi, as can be seen by
comparing Fig. 4a and d. Additionally, there are holes in the lm
Fig. 4 (a)–(c), (g)–(i) and (m)–(o) The centre mm2 of the images sent to
printing resolutions of 250, 350 and 450 dpi corresponding to droplet pit
CsPbI3 and dark blue is for the printheadwith CsPbBr2I. (d)–(f), (j)–(l) and (p
image calculated from the m-spot GIWAXS mapping.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
shown as white squares in Fig. 4p. This is also reected in the
other samples as can be seen by the broad overlapping distri-
butions in the histogram in Fig. S7.†When the distance between
the droplets is reduced to 73 mm, as we increase the resolution to
350 dpi, the samples are much more homogeneous and
a continuous lm is formed as can be seen in Fig. 4e, k and q.
This holds true for the rest of the samples which is evident from
the narrow distributions in Fig. 3. However, if even more mate-
rial is placed on the sample, as is the case for the library printed
at 450 dpi, inhomogeneity on a length scale larger than that of
the printed image can be observed. This large-scale inhomoge-
neity is apparent in a deviation from the targeted composition in
Fig. 4f and as features larger than the printed image when
comparing Fig. 4i and l. This is once again visible in the histo-
gram in Fig. S9† where the distributions are still sharp but the
positions are no longer linearly spaced as intended. The
morphology of the corresponding samples can be seen in the
SEM pictures in Fig. S21† and is less dependent on the printing
resolution and more on the substrate-ink compatibility.
Discussion

The analysis shows that synchrotron-based m-spot GIWAXS is
uniquely suited for characterising the homogeneity of the
chosen material system as it can be mapped with a spot size
smaller than the distances between printed droplets and more
importantly shows a long-range order, and therefore mixing, on
an atomic scale. Additionally, m-spot GIWAXS provides excellent
resolution for the halide ratio in our solid solution as the
information is extracted from a signal peak shi rather than
a small change in intensity.

With this method, we demonstrate that the algorithm for
droplet placement provides thin lms with intermixing on the
the printheads for filling levels 3/9, 5/9 and 7/9 of the CsPbBr2I ink for
ches of 102, 73 and 56 mm, respectively. Yellow is for the printhead with
)–(r) Heatmaps of the 110 lattice spacing for the corresponding printed
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nanometer scale, when the printing resolution allows effective
intermixing of the co-deposited precursor inks. Furthermore, it
can be seen that optimised deposition parameters enable the
synthesis of lms with the intended composition on the �100
mm length scale of our printing resolution. The mean standard
deviation of the 110 lattice spacing for the samples in the library
printed at 350 dpi is only 0.5 pm. This corresponds to
a Gaussian broadening of the optical bandgap by a FWHM of
only 18 meV which is smaller than kBT ¼ 26 meV at room
temperature.

When the printing resolution is too low (see the 250 dpi case
shown in Fig. 4) the droplet pitch is too high compared with the
droplet diameter on the substrate. In this case, there is limited
contact between the droplets, which means that the time is too
short for the precursor inks to intermix effectively before the
lm dries and the precursors are converted to solid state pha-
ses. On the other hand, if too much material is deposited on the
substrate, which is the case for the lms printed with 450 dpi,
the substantially thicker wet lm enables long-range inter-
diffusion of the deposited material prior to the drying
process. This leads to demixing on a large scale (mm) as evi-
denced by the deviation from the intended composition in
Fig. 4f. Such a deviation from the intended composition has
previously been reported in the literature for mixed halide
inorganic perovskites.45 Nevertheless, by varying the resolution
and, thereby, the distance between the droplets and the amount
of ink, an optimal deposition window can be accessed where
these problems are overcome.

Suitable printing parameters can be found by calculating the
minimum resolution needed for the droplets to be in contact
with each other. Assuming a drop volume of 30 pl and a contact
angle of 16� the droplet contact diameter would be 103 mm and
the minimum resolution would be 248 dpi. This is the resolu-
tion at which adjacent droplets start to be in contact, and
corresponds to the printing conditions shown in Fig. 4d. From
the noticeable inhomogeneities and correlation of spatial
distribution of lattice parameters with the droplet pattern, it
can be concluded that the corresponding droplet pitch is not
sufficient to ensure complete intermixing of the droplets.

In order for an individual droplet to connect with all the
surrounding droplets, including those on the diagonal, the
resolution has to increase by a factor of

ffiffiffi

2
p

to 342 dpi, corre-
sponding to the printing parameters of the samples displayed
in Fig. 4e, k, and q. For these printing parameters, good
homogeneity is observed as evidenced by the heatmaps of the
110 lattice spacing. If the droplet pitch is decreased signicantly
below this value, the wet lm cannot be contained within its
original area and will ow out on the substrate, and facilitates
macroscopic diffusion leading also to possible phase segrega-
tion (Fig. 4l). To avoid this effect, a printhead with a smaller
drop volume would have to be used. With a smaller drop
volume, the resolution can be increased to improve the inter-
mixing without increasing the amount of ink deposited.

We have previously shown how this combinatorial ink-jet
printing method can be applied to generate samples facili-
tating the fast determination of the phase diagram of
a complete solid solution of CsPb(IxBr1�x)3.41 We believe that
4912 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2022, 10, 4906–4914
the possible applications of combinatorial inkjet printing go far
beyond that. Although the current study was focused on a crys-
talline semiconductor, the approach can be applied to any
miscible inks with similar rheological properties. Additionally,
the method is not limited to two inks but can easily be adapted
to any number of inks and printheads to directly fabricate
devices with tuneable and laterally structured semiconductors,
as shown elsewhere.25

Conclusions

In conclusion, we have presented a successful algorithm for the
generation of print patterns with optimised drop placement for
combinatorial inkjet printing. This algorithm allows variation of
the number of droplets printed for each ink throughout the
sample. With this method, we were able to print a custom image
with 10 different halide compositions of CsPb(BrxI1�x)3. The
homogeneity of combinatorial libraries of CsPb(BrxI1�x)3 was
determined using synchrotron-based GIWAXS mapping with a m-
spot and lab-based XRF mapping. We have shown that for too
low printing resolutions the material does not intermix
completely and that for too high resolution the thick wet lm
causes large-scale demixing. However, if the resolution is opti-
mised the method produces homogeneous lms with intermix-
ing on the atomic scale, thus providing a powerful method for
high-throughput investigation of solution-processed thin lm
materials.
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